SCRATCH REMOVER

Removes scratches, marks and scuff marks from all paint finishes (including metallic)

Unattractive scratches in the paintwork of cars are unavoidable over time. QUIXX Repair System removes scratches, small marks and scuff marks quickly and reliably from all paint finishes (including metallic). Two different special polishes can be used to eliminate both slight and deep scratches. Simply apply the paste and polish.

Through the superior action of QUIXX the paint finish shines with a new lustre. This offers an additional bonus in maintaining the value of your car, motorcycle, caravan or boat, etc..

Recommendations:

- Effectiveness
- Environmental compatibility
- Paint compatibility
- Processability
- Shine effect
- Surface image
- Skin compatibility
- Production facilities

Display with 15 Sets

Product Range

QUIXX Scratch Remover

QUIXX POLISH

QUIXX WAX

www.motipdupli.com
QUIXX POLISH is an innovative, high-tech paint care product complete with a rust prevention formula. The 3 in 1 care systems cleans (1) and polishes (2). The wax in the polish also ensures long lasting paint protection (3). Minor scratches and flat spots are removed due to the high performance polishing compounds.

QUIXX high performance wax offers a new level of high-tech paint protection, which includes a rust prevention formula. This premium product truly refines surfaces! This is achieved with minimum effort thanks to easy and fast application. QUIXX WAX protects and seals paint for several weeks, all year round. QUIXX WAX is suitable for all paint finishes, including metallic.